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Long step interior-point methods in linear programming are some of the most efficient
algorithms from a computational point of view. We prove polynomial complexity of a class
of long step target-following methods in a novel way, by introducing a new nonconvex
potential function and adapting the analysis framework of Jansen et al. [4,6,7]. The main
advantage is that the new potential function has an obvious extension to semi-definite
programming, whereas the potential used in the above-mentioned papers does not.
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1. Introduction
Medium and long step primal-dual interior-point methods in linear programming
are of significant practical importance. Introduced by Kojima et al. [9], these methods
have proven efficient in computational studies [11].
The worst-case complexity of long step algorithms with O(1) barrier parameter
(target) updates is O(n ln 1ye) iterations, and for medium updates of O(1y n ), one
has a worst-case bound of O( n ln 1ye) iterations [2,3,8]. Although the long step
methods have a worse complexity bound than the short and medium step variants, the
number of iterations performed in practice are often lower, as becomes clear from the
cited references.
Jansen et al. [4,6,7] provided a unifying framework of analysis for these impor-
tant algorithms. Their “target-following” approach involves choosing a series of targets
to be approximated in the primal-dual space.
To introduce this approach, consider an LP problem in standard form
  
min{ : , },
x
Tn cx A x bx = Î+ R
where R+
n denotes the positive orthant in Rn, and its dual problem
Annals of Operations Research 81(1998)3–14 3For each target in the positive orthant, say    u Î + Rn, there exists a unique primal-
dual feasible pair (x, s) such that1) xs = u2. Since all optimal pairs satisfy xs= 0, it
is natural to choose a sequence of targets {} () uj in the positive orthant which converges
to zero, and to compute a pair (,) () () xs jj such that    xs jj j ()() () () ¼ u2 for each target in
the sequence uu () () ,, 01 ¼ . Denoting u2 = xs for any primal-dual pair (x, s), we can
make the approximation relation “¼” more precise by using the proximity measure
introduced by Jansen et al. in [6]:
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max{ : , , }.
, ys
TT n m by Ay s cs y += ÎÎ + RR
1) We use componentwise notation: xs indicates the vector obtained by multiplying the corresponding












where min( ) : min { }. uu = ££ 1in i We say u2 is close to u 2 if dt uu (, ) £ for some
tolerance t <1 .
The pair (,) () () xs jj is obtained by (approximately) solving the nonlinear system
Ax b x













This is done iteratively by a damped Newton method, i.e. by taking damped Newton
steps until the approximation condition is satisfied. The pairs (,) () () xs jj are called
outer iterates, and the points generated during the Newton process will be termed
inner iterates.






















() ,   () u u
(1)
where the pair (x, s) is the last pair of inner iterates.
A damped Newton step (aDx, aDs) with a £ 1 is used (as opposed to a full
Newton step) and some care is required in choosing the step length a to ensure con-
vergence of Newton’s method.
To this end, a potential function is used in the analysis of the Newton process.
The idea is that a sufficient reduction in the potential ensures proximity of the Newton
iterates to the target u() j. The analysis therefore reduces to analysing the effect of the
damped Newton steps on the potential. (In practice the potential function may be used
4in line searches to do larger steps than allowed for by the analysis.) It is shown that a
step length a £ 1 may be found at each step, which ensures a decrease of the potential
by an absolute constant.
The target u() jis updated as soon as the proximity condition is satisfied, i.e. as
soon as the potential has been sufficiently decreased.
The result is the conceptually appealing target-following framework:
Target-following algorithm
Initialization
Given an initial feasible pair (,) ; () () xs 00
Let e > 0 be an accuracy parameter and t < 1 a proximity parameter;
Choose an initial target u() 0 such that dt uu (, ). () () 00 £
Set counter j = 0, x = x(0), and s = s(0).
While () () () xs jT j> e do
(1) Solve the Newton equations (1) to obtain Dx and Ds.
(2) Choose a suitable damping parameter (step length) a £ 1.
(3) Set xx x ss s x s =+ =+ = aa u DD ,, .
(4) If dt uu (, ) , () j £ then
• Let (,) ( , ) ; () () xs x s jj ++ = 11
• Choose a new target u() ; j + 1
• Set j = j +1 .
Enddo
The primal-dual potential function used in the papers [4,6,7] to determine the step
length a is a strictly convex function. A new potential function is introduced here
which is nonconvex but still suitable for the complexity analysis of long step algo-
rithms. The advantage of the new function is that it has an obvious analogue in the
semi-definite programming case, whereas the potential used in [4,6,7] does not.
2. A new potential function
The new potential function used here is
fxs x s x s iii iii
i
n




























Note that ff uu uu (, ) (, ) . ³= 0
























in that the “weights” ui are introduced in the duality gap term instead of the barrier
term. The corresponding potential to (4) in terms of u is
˜(, )
max( )



























Notice that weighting factors    uu i
22 y max( ) appear in (5) which are absent from
(3). Although the new formulation seems more natural, it suffers from the apparent
drawback that it is nonconvex, whereas ˜ f in (4) is a strictly convex function of x and
s for fixed u.
Surprisingly, convexity is not a crucial issue here as the two potentials (2) and
























which are simply the relaxed LP optimality conditions and known to have a unique
solution (see e.g. [6]). Moreover, it has already been indicated that the new potential
attains its lower bound if xs = u2, proving the existence of a unique minimizer of f.
In other words, both potential functions have the solution of (6) as a unique mini-
mizer.2)
A fixed u therefore represents a target which is approached by reducing the
potential (2) using Newton’s method. Once the potential has been sufficiently reduced,
the target can be updated.
3. Reducing the potential
It remains to show that (2) can be successfully minimized by Newton’s method.
The next theorem shows that a damping parameter a £ 1 can always be found so that
the damped Newton step reduces (2) by an absolute constant, determined by the current
point (x, s) and the target u only.
2) It is interesting to note that the new function does allow a convex reformulation in terms of vari-
ables    tx s ii i i = y u
2 , and can be written as YY () ( ) , tt ii i
n = = å 1 with Yii i i tt t ( ) ln . =- - 1
E. de Klerk et al. y A nonconvex weighted potential function 6Notation: The potential reduction will be given in terms of a function r of the distance
d uu (, )(where no confusion is possible, we will use dd uu : ( , )): =
rd d d () . =+ + 1 2



















































gives a reduction of the potential function (2), bounded by
where    w uu = max( ) min( ). y
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where e denotes the all-one vector and we have used ppp xs u =+ . The last term can
be bounded by applying the inequality












E. de Klerk et al. y A nonconvex weighted potential function 7to the combined vector    hp p xs = [,] . aa uu yy Noting that khk = ar in this case, we
obtain
  
ln( ) ln( )    11 1
1 1
+³ + + - £


































































































aa a a a
u
u u
The factor () aa - 1
2
2 is nonnegative, since a £ 1. We therefore have
The last expression is maximized by
which corresponds to
The lower bound (9) on Df(a*) is obviously nonnegative but must be bounded away
from zero. To accomplish this, note that expression (9) increases monotonically with
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where    w uu = max( ) min( ). y It follows that
Using the inequality






































max( ) ( )
, ³
E. de Klerk et al. y A nonconvex weighted potential function 8To fix our ideas, we choose a threshold value to decide when the current iterate
u is “close enough” to the current target u. Following Jansen, we use t = 1
4 as the
threshold value. As long as d uu (, ) ³1
4, we perform damped Newton steps with
respect to u with the following guaranteed reduction of f each time:









The actual reduction obtained from a line search is of course much larger in
general.
Once the proximity condition is satisfied, an upper bound on the potential is also
known:
Lemma 3.I fduu (, ) £1
4, then f uu (, ) £2
5 .








































where    hii i =- () uu 22 1 y . Since
  
kk k k k k h
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20 22 1 ( ) ( ) min( ) ( ) ,
if d £ 1
4, one can use the inequality
  





-+ £ - - -
= =å å ln( ) ln( ), 11
1 1
kk kk
which holds if khk < 1, to obtain
fd r dd r d uu ( , ) ( ) ln( ( )). £- - - 21 2
Since d uu (, ) £1
4and consequently drd () < 13
40 , we have f uu (, ) £2
5 . u
All the tools necesserary to control the Newton process have now been developed,
and we turn to the analysis of target updates.
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Once the current iterate u is close enough to the target u, i.e. d uu (, ) £1
4 , the
target can be updated to u +. The new potential f uu (, ) + can be bounded from above
as follows:
Lemma 4. Given a current iterate u, current target u, and target update u +, it holds
that
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ln ( ) max
()
.
Substitution of this bound completes the proof. u
By combining corollary 2 and lemma 4, the following result is obtained.
Lemma 5. If the current iterate u(j) satisfies d uu (, ) () j £1
4 , and the target u is up-





















































damped Newton steps with respect to u + are required to obtain an iterate u( j+1) satisfy-
ing d uu (, ) () j ++ £ 1 1
4 .
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All that remains is to choose a target updating scheme. Consider for example the














with 0 < q <1 y (2n + 1). Note that n = 0 corresponds to weighted path-following
methods. Furthermore, an initial choice u m () 0= e for some fixed m > 0 leads to a
central path-following algorithm.
We can bound the number of Newton steps necessary to approximate a new target
u +given d uu (, ) £1
4by providing bounds for each of the terms in lemma 5.
Lemma 6. Let u +be a new target obtained by updating the old target u via (10). We


















































Proof. The last two inequalities follow from the observation
  
u













The bound on f uu (, ) + is obtained as follows:



















































































































































E. de Klerk et al. y A nonconvex weighted potential function 11We now have a bound on  how many damped Newton steps are required to reach
the proximity of a new target:
Corollary 7. Assume that d uu (, ) £1
4 . If the target is updated to u + using the target
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damped Newton steps are needed to approximate u +, where    w uu ++ + = max( ) min( ) y .
The last question is how many target updates are required to obtain an e-
approximate solution. It is simple to prove the following (see [4]):
Lemma 8. Let a primal-dual starting pair (,) () () xs 00 be given. Choose the first target






qw e n ln




target updates using (10), the algorithm terminates with a primal-dual pair (x*, s*)
such that (x*)Ts* £ e.
Combining these results, we obtain the complexity bound for the complete algo-
rithm:
Theorem 9. The target-following algorithm requires at most
O











damped Newton steps for convergence.
E. de Klerk et al. y A nonconvex weighted potential function 12A large target update with q = O(1) therefore requires fewer than O(nyw0
2n+4)
Newton steps, whereas medium step methods with    q = On () 1 y require fewer than




These complexity bounds are the same as those obtained by using the standard
convex potential function. We conclude that the nonconvex potential (3) is a proper
alternative to the usual convex logarithmic barrier potential.
6. Further work
It has already been mentioned that the new potential function (2) has an extension
to the semi-definite programming (SDP) case. The recent revival of interest in SDP
started more or less with the work of Alizadeh [1] and Nesterov and Nemirovskii
[14]; an excellent review on developments and applications up to 1995 is given by
Vandenberghe and Boyd in [15]. One reason for the recent interest in SDP is that most
interior-point methods for LP can be extended to SDP. This is presently an active re-
search area, as can be seen from the number of recent publications (see e.g. [10,12,16]).
The general semi-definite problem can be formulated as
  
min ( )





AX b i m
X
ii == ¼ 1
0 s
where the Ai’s and C are symmetric matrices, “   s” denotes positive semi-definiteness,










m += = å 1
0 s
and at optimality, one has XS= 0. Note that the potential function
fXSV X S V X S S X V n ( , , ) ( ) ln det ( ) ( ) =- + ( ) - -- Tr 2 1
2
2 11
is a natural extension of the new LP potential (2) to the semi-definite case, where V is
a symmetric positive definite “target matrix”. (Note that 1
2 () XS SX + is the symmetric
part of XS.)
This potential function has a unique minimizer over all primal-dual feasible pairs
(X, S) with XS+SX symmetric positive definite. This follows from a recent paper by
Monteiro and Pang [13], where it is shown that for each symmetric positive definite
V, there exists a unique primal-dual feasible pair satisfying 1
2 () XS SX + = V.
To the best of our knowledge, the function defined in (11) is the first weighted
potential function for semi-definite programming. Extension of the analysis in the
previous sections would therefore broaden the target-following framework to  semi-
definite programming. This is the subject of further research.
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